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Rapid Hemostais is Important

Large accidentDisaster

Injured person

Hospital

Rapid hemostasis is very
important
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Essential Equipment

User: Ambulance, Police office, School, Self-defense forces,
Public transportation, Home, etc.

Essential equipment
・Can perform rapid hemostasis.
・Anyone can use briefly everywhere.
・Can be used safely.

Hemostasis Pad A/T
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Hemostasis Pad A/T

User: Ambulance, Police office, School, Self-defense forces,

Public transportation, Home etc.
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Hemostasis Pad A/T is Essential

Hemostasis Pad A/T
Triple-layer
structure (cheap
and rapidly effective)

stimulate

Blood coagulation
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Mechanism of Blood Coagulation by Hemostasis
Pad A/T

Layer 1: Cotton pulp

Layer 2: Crust

Layer 3: Cotton pulp
including polymer

Non-weaved cloth

Water-proof paper
Serum

Injured site

Clot
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・ Can concentrate the red blood cells
・ Can perform more rapid hemostasis

than gauze and other products
・ Can minimize the possibility of

secondary infection (non-permeable
olefin film is used)

Function of Hemostasis Pad A/T
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Characteristic of Hemostasis Pad A/T

・Emergency rapid hemostasis
・Brief hemostasis

OK with bandage! OK with taping!
・Prevention of secondary infection
・Nature-oriented safe product
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HemostasisHemostasis in Rabbit (30 sec)in Rabbit (30 sec)
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HemostasisHemostasis in Rabbit (120 sec)in Rabbit (120 sec)

Bleeding is completely
stopped after 120 sec
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How to UseHow to Use

Application to injured site
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Hemostasis Pad A/T (Box)
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Hemostasis Pad A/T Sterilized Bag
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Instructions for Use

・ Although this product is produced for hemostasis,
in some cases hemostasis may not be completed
according to the injury and the bleeding. You
should take the examination of the expert doctor.

・ This product is made to suppress the bleeding
temporally but not to heal the wound. By all
means you should take the advice of the expert
doctor.

・ This product is disposable. (Do not re-use)
・ Do not use such sterilized bag as broken, polluted,

and water leaked ones.
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Characteristics of Hemostasis Pad A/T

Conventional
Hemostasis

Pressure
Hemostasis
by sling, gauze,
and bandage

Hemostasis Pad A/T

・Rapid hemostasis

・Anyone

・Anywhere

・Safely
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Box
(2 Size L & 3 Size M)

Size S
Under developing

Size M
180 x 130 mm

Size L
260 x 180

PhotoProduct

Prodcuts List
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